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1st Reading Exodus 20:1–17

Responsorial Psalm Psalm 19:8,9,10,11

2nd Reading 1 Corinthians 1:22–25

Gospel John 2:13–25

Which is the hardest commandment to keep? The case can be made that
the answer to this question is dependent on circumstances and the personalities
of the people involved. It is relatively easy to obey a commandment when not
presented with an opportunity to break it, but much harder when it’s staring
you in the face. It’s easier to avoid things you don’t like, than things which you
might classify as “fun.”

“You shall not covet your neighbor’s house, ox, ass, nor anything else that
belongs to him.” If your neighbor has basically everything you have, or even
nothing at all, then it’s relatively easy to avoid coveting their property. But if
they have a leg up on you on the economic ladder, if the things they have are
even just a little bit nicer, or bigger, or more plentiful; if the situation between
you is a zero-sum game in which their gain is something that has been denied
to you, or even taken away from you, it’s much harder not to be covetous, not
to want what they have or at the very least to want to take it away from them.

“You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife.” (Or we might add, her husband,
or any other relationship, for that matter.) If you are content with your state
in life, if your relationships are solid, affirming, and mutual, then it is easy to
avoid coveting their relationships. But if your relationships are rocky, if you are
feeling lonely and abandoned while your neighbor seems to have nothing but
strong, supportive friends and family, the desire to tear them down, to make
them feel miserable, just like you, is much harder to avoid.

“You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.” If they are a friend,
someone who has your back and hasn’t done anything wrong, if there is nothing
of consequence on the line, or lying has its own cost to you, then it’s easy to
tell the truth. But if you would be rewarded for lying, if you knew they would
throw you under the bus to protect themselves, if there was no chance you’d
ever get caught, well, suddenly, lying looks a whole lot more tempting.

“You shall not steal.” If you have money to buy what you want, let alone
what you need, if others share what they have willingly and generously with
you, then you have very little reason to steal. But if the things you want are
perpetually out of reach, if others hoard and tightly hold onto every little scrap
of something that you feel like you deserve, then a little borrowing without the
intention to return starts to look a bit more attractive.
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“You shall not commit adultery.” If your marriage is healthy, with open lines
of communication, and plenty of signs of affection, then it’s fairly easy to avoid
adultery. If, on the other hand, your marriage is strained, you and your spouse
are not communicating, or are separated by time and distance so that you feel
like you are no longer a part of each others’ lives, if someone else steps in to
fill the holes so created in your life, to provide you with the intimacy that you
desire and even need, then it’s much harder to remain true to one’s vows.

“You shall not kill.” Sure, if you’re calm, getting along with those around
you, and otherwise feeling safe, there is relatively little temptation to kill. But
when you’re angry, hurting, feeling threatened or simply put upon, sometimes
you just want to throttle the person you’re dealing with.

“Honor your father and mother.” This is easy when your parents are loving
and look out for you, but when they are abusive or negligent, it becomes much
harder.

“Remember to keep holy the sabbath day.” If there’s nothing going on, and
those around you are similarly observant, this is a piece of cake. But when your
boss demands that you come into work, everyone else treats the sabbath like
just another day, or it’s the only day available for some activity that you’ve
been looking forward to, observing the sabbath is much harder.

“You shall not take the name of the Lord, your God, in vain.” This one is
easy in normal conversation, but gosh darnit, this one can be hard when you’re
caught by surprise and just blurting out the first thing that comes to mind.

“You shall not have other gods besides Me.” Here the argument seems be
stretched at bit. Conditions have changed dramatically from what the text
points to as specifically prohibited: “carved images in the shape of anything in
the sky above, on the earth below, or in the waters beneath the earth.” Such
forms of worship seem to be relegated to history and said images are only in
museums today. Especially in the west, we live in a world so shaped by the
monotheistic religions that the very idea of worshipping anything other than
God is a very fringe idea. We have little to fear from this specific form of
temptation, at pretty much any time. Of more concern today might be the loss
of belief entirely, suggesting that the commandment needs to be rewritten as “I
am the Lord, your God, you shall not ignore Me.”

However, I would suggest that this commandment is, if anything, actually
harder to observe in today’s circumstances because the “gods” that try to usurp
the Lord’s proper place go around in disguise. They no longer claim to be gods,
but they nevertheless lay claim to the center of our lives and unquestioning
obedience to their principles. Whether it be the invisible hand of the market
or planned economies, nationalism or multiculturalism, traditional values or
tolerance of diversity: there are countless political and economic causes which
demand our attention and allegiance and whose partisans will shout obscenities
at us if we dare to question the orthodoxy. They don’t make explicit claims
to godhood, but they nevertheless push God aside, relegating Him to some
inconsequential personal sphere where He can’t bother us with demands on our
conscience in the public realm that they control.

Indeed, given this I might even go so far as to say that the first commandment
is the hardest to observe today. With the other commandments we might ratio-
nalize why our violation of them is justified under the circumstances, or why we
aren’t responsible for our obvious violation, but we seldom deceive ourselves into
thinking that we are fulfilling them in violating them. Lying, stealing, killing,
adultery, swearing, even keeping holy the sabbath, these are pretty black and
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white commandments and it’s pretty clear when we’re violating them and when
we’re not. Covetousness might have a little more leeway, but only because we
might be adept at hiding our desires and then telling others, and even ourselves,
that our dissimulation is reality. Deep down, however, we still know the truth.
With the first commandment, on the other hand, we get so wrapped up in the
idol that we become genuinely convinced that what we are doing is absolutely
right and even in service of God to whom we still pay lip service.

This is what so upsets Jesus about the sellers and money changers in the
Temple. They have turned commerce into their god while at the same time
asserting that what they do is in service of the Lord because it helps those who
come to worship Him do so properly. You wouldn’t want someone to offer a
blemished sacrifice, or one paid for with heathen money, would you? Ensuring
worshipers have access to clean, unblemished animals and temple coinage which
is untainted by secular use is an essential service and fully justifies its place in
the Temple. Jesus, however, sees through to the heart of what is going on, the
opportunity to make money off of Temple worship is not to be missed, and is
duly upset by it. God has been displaced for the idol of the market.

As different as our circumstances are from those of the Israelites as they
stood before Mount Sinai, or of those of 1st century Jerusalem, we still struggle
with the first commandment. That’s why Lent can be so important. It is an
opportunity to invite Jesus into the temple of our heart and to let him cleanse
it as he once cleansed the temple in Jerusalem.
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